
WANTEDWANTED::
Teachers who want to transition out of the classroom, create a life of freedom Teachers who want to transition out of the classroom, create a life of freedom 
on their terms, whilst revolutionising mental health support for young people. on their terms, whilst revolutionising mental health support for young people. 

We are passionate about helping teachers We are passionate about helping teachers 
gain freedom, control and time over their gain freedom, control and time over their 
lives.  We help educators to become student lives.  We help educators to become student 
coaches and learn new skills to powerfully coaches and learn new skills to powerfully 
impact the lives of young people.impact the lives of young people.

Sam Moinet, Founder of Student Breakthrough Sam Moinet, Founder of Student Breakthrough 

The Coach Breakthrough is for you – the The Coach Breakthrough is for you – the 
teacher who is frustrated and lost within  who is frustrated and lost within 
the current education system. the current education system. 

The Coach Breakthrough is for you – the The Coach Breakthrough is for you – the 
teacher who wants to offer a revolutionary  who wants to offer a revolutionary 
type of mental health support for students.type of mental health support for students.

The Coach Breakthrough is for you – the The Coach Breakthrough is for you – the 
teacher who wants to create a new life  who wants to create a new life 
outside of the classroom and live with outside of the classroom and live with 
freedom and no restrictions. freedom and no restrictions. 



Create a new life outside the classroom…

The revolution in emotional support…

The Coach Breakthrough has been created to help teachers learn how to coach young people, revolutionise The Coach Breakthrough has been created to help teachers learn how to coach young people, revolutionise 
emotional support and create a new life for themselves.emotional support and create a new life for themselves.

Our Coach Breakthrough training programme is hands on, it’s as much about doing as it is about learning. Our Coach Breakthrough training programme is hands on, it’s as much about doing as it is about learning. 
`That’s why we’ve got a high level of accountability built into each programme.`That’s why we’ve got a high level of accountability built into each programme.

We’ll be holding your hand every step of the way to ensure that you are equipped with the strategies to We’ll be holding your hand every step of the way to ensure that you are equipped with the strategies to 
change the lives of young people whilst gaining both freedom and control over your life. change the lives of young people whilst gaining both freedom and control over your life. 

Being in education can be frustrating at times. The fixation with testing, data and results can lead to many Being in education can be frustrating at times. The fixation with testing, data and results can lead to many 
problems for not only students, but staff as well.problems for not only students, but staff as well.

Having taught in classrooms across the country for half a decade, I witnessed many students that Having taught in classrooms across the country for half a decade, I witnessed many students that 
strugstruggled. The problems including things such as anxiety, stress, under achievement, low motivation and a gled. The problems including things such as anxiety, stress, under achievement, low motivation and a 
lack of confidence to name just a few. I felt the emotional support for young people was outdated and it lack of confidence to name just a few. I felt the emotional support for young people was outdated and it 
was not having a significant impact.was not having a significant impact.

Personally, I was frustrated about not feeling valued within the education system and constantly felt Personally, I was frustrated about not feeling valued within the education system and constantly felt 
restricted about the life I wanted to live. I loved working with students but I had reached my point of restricted about the life I wanted to live. I loved working with students but I had reached my point of 
growth, I wanted control for my life. growth, I wanted control for my life. 

Student Breakthrough uses revolutionary coaching methods to provide young people with the tools, vision Student Breakthrough uses revolutionary coaching methods to provide young people with the tools, vision 
and techniques to succeed in all aspects of life.and techniques to succeed in all aspects of life.

You might be wondering how you can have a more significant impact and learn new skills to grow on a You might be wondering how you can have a more significant impact and learn new skills to grow on a 
personal and professional level, whilst helping young people to develop skills for life.personal and professional level, whilst helping young people to develop skills for life.



2.  Breakthrough Marketing 2.  Breakthrough Marketing 

3.  Land Your Clients 3.  Land Your Clients 

Learn how to coach through interactive modules Learn how to coach through interactive modules 

 Student Breakthrough resources  Student Breakthrough resources 

Training Guide, YouTube and audio clipsTraining Guide, YouTube and audio clips

20 online modules 20 online modules 

Weekly live practice coaching Weekly live practice coaching 

Weekly live Q&AWeekly live Q&A

6 online modules6 online modules

Weekly live Q & AWeekly live Q & A

6 online modules 6 online modules 

Weekly live Q & AWeekly live Q & A

Organic Marketing Organic Marketing 

Breakthrough Branding Breakthrough Branding 

Social Media SuccessSocial Media Success

How to land your first clientHow to land your first client

Create an income through coachingCreate an income through coaching

Sell, Serve and Close StrategiesSell, Serve and Close Strategies

Course LengthCourse Length 6 months6 months

Weekly action steps and monthly 1-1 overviews Weekly action steps and monthly 1-1 overviews 

Private Facebook and WhatsApp groupPrivate Facebook and WhatsApp group

CPD Accredited CourseCPD Accredited Course

Student Breakthrough Accredited CoachStudent Breakthrough Accredited Coach

1.  The Coach Breakthrough Training1.  The Coach Breakthrough Training

The Coach Breakthrough… 



What could be possible…What could be possible…

So, let me ask you a question, if not now, then when?So, let me ask you a question, if not now, then when?

Joining one of our programmes is a significant investment in both your personal and Joining one of our programmes is a significant investment in both your personal and 
professional development. professional development. 

The fee really isn’t the most important figure here, the most important figure is the young The fee really isn’t the most important figure here, the most important figure is the young 
people that you can help, the new life you can create and the new income you can generate.people that you can help, the new life you can create and the new income you can generate.

Many of our graduates from our courses have set up their own coaching business, have new Many of our graduates from our courses have set up their own coaching business, have new 
jobs working in education and are generating new income on the side of their current career. jobs working in education and are generating new income on the side of their current career. 

Ultimately, they have more freedom, time and control over their lives. Ultimately, they have more freedom, time and control over their lives. 

I look forward to working with you!I look forward to working with you!

Sam MoinetSam Moinet
Founder of Student BreakthroughFounder of Student Breakthrough


